We investigate the potential of attention-based neural machine translation in simultaneous translation. We introduce a novel decoding algorithm, called simultaneous greedy decoding, that allows an existing neural machine translation model to begin translating before a full source sentence is received. This approach is unique from previous works on simultaneous translation in that segmentation and translation are done jointly to maximize the translation quality and that translating each segment is strongly conditioned on all the previous segments. This paper presents a first step toward building a full simultaneous translation system based on neural machine translation.
Introduction
Simultaneous translation differs from a more usual consecutive translation. In simultaneous translation, the objective of a translator, or a translation system, is defined as a combination of quality and delay, as opposed to consecutive translation in which translation quality alone matters. In order to minimize delay while maximizing quality, a simultaneous translator must start generating symbols in a target languages before a full source sentence is received.
Conventional approaches to simultaneous translation divide the translation process into two stages (Bangalore et al., 2012; Fujita et al., 2013; Sridhar et al., 2013; Yarmohammadi et al., 2013) . A segmentation algorithm, or model, first divides a source sentence into phrases. Each phrase is then translated by an underlying, often black box, translation system, largely independent of the preceding phrases. These two stages are separate from each other, in that the exchange of information between these two modules is limited.
In this paper, we study the problem of simultaneous translation in the context of neural machine translation (Forcada andÑeco, 1997; Sutskever et al., 2014; Bahdanau et al., 2015) . Rather than attempting to build a completely novel model along with a new training algorithm, we design a novel decoding algorithm, called simultaneous greedy decoding, that is capable of performing simultaneous translation with a neural machine translation model trained to maximize the quality of consecutive translation. Unlike previous approaches, our proposal performs segmentation and translation jointly based solely on the translation quality (indirectly measured by the conditional probabilities.) Furthermore, translation of each and every segment is fully conditioned on all the preceding segments through the hidden states of a recurrent network.
We extensively evaluate the proposed simultaneous greedy decoding together with two waiting criteria on three language pairs-En-Cs, En-De and EnRu. Our analysis reveals that it is indeed possible to use an existing neural machine translation system for simultaneous translation, and the proposed algorithm provides a way to control the trade-off between quality and delay. Our qualitative analysis on En-Ru simultaneous translation reveals interesting behaviours such as phrase repetition as well as premature commitment.
We consider this work as a first step toward build-
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ing a full simultaneous translation system based on neural machine translation. In the conclusion, we identify the following directions for the future research. First, a trainable waiting criterion will allow a deeper integration between simultaneous decoding and neural machine translation, resulting in a better simultaneous translation system. Second, we need to eventually develop a learning algorithm specifically for simultaneous translation.
Attention-based Neural Translation
Neural machine translation (Forcada andÑeco, 1997; Kalchbrenner and Blunsom, 2013; Sutskever et al., 2014; Bahdanau et al., 2015) , has recently become a major alternative to the existing statistical phrase-based machine translation system (Koehn et al., 2003) . For instance, in the translation task of WMT'16, the top rankers for En↔Cs, En↔De, En→Fi and En→Ru all used attention-based neural machine translation (Bahdanau et al., 2015; Luong et al., 2015) . 1 The attention-based neural machine translation is built as a composite of three modules-encoder, decoder and attention mechanism. The encoder is usually implemented as a recurrent network that reads a source sentence X = (x 1 , . . . , x T x ) and returns a set of context vectors C = {h 1 , . . . , h T X }, where
Instead of a vanilla, unidirectional recurrent network (Luong et al., 2015) , it is possible to use a more sophisticated network such as a bidirectional recurrent network (Bahdanau et al., 2015) or a tree-based recursive network (Eriguchi et al., 2016) . The decoder is a conditional language model based on a recurrent network (Mikolov et al., 2010) . At each time step t , it first uses the attention mechanism to compute a single time-dependent vector out of all the context vectors: c t = ∑ T x t=1 α t h t , where
z t−1 andỹ t−1 are the decoder's hidden state and the previous target word. This content-based attention mechanism can be extended to incorporate also the location of each context vector (Luong et al., 2015) . else 8:
if Λ(C,C ∪C ) then 10: The decoder updates its own state with this time-dependent context vector by z t = φ dec (z t −1 ,ỹ t −1 , c t ). The distribution over the next target word is then computed by
The initial state of the decoder is often initialized as
The whole model, consisting of the encoder, decoder and attention mechanism, is jointly trained to maximize the log-likelihood given a set of N training pairs:
, where θ denotes all the parameters.
Simultaneous Greedy Decoding
We investigate the potential of using a trained neural machine translation as a simultaneous translator by introducing a novel decoding algorithm. In this section, we propose and describe such an algorithm, called simultaneous greedy decoding, in detail.
Algorithm
An overall algorithm is presented in Alg. 1.
Input Arguments
The proposed simultaneous greedy decoding has two hyperparameters that are used to control the trade-off between delay and quality. They are the step size δ and the number of initially-read source symbols s 0 . We will describe how the delay is defined later in Sec. 3.3.
As the goal is to do simultaneous translation, the algorithm receives two input X and output Y pipes instead of a full source sentence at the beginning. Each pipe comes with two API's which are WRITE and READ. WRITE(P, x) commits the symbol x to the pipe P, and READ(P, n) receives n symbols from the pipe P and computes the additional context vectors using the encoder (line 11 of Alg. 1). Translation Core At each iteration, the algorithm checks whether the full source sentence has been read already (line 6). If so, it simply performs greedy decoding by committing the most likely target symbol to Y , as would have been done in consecutive translation, while incrementing t by one for each committed target word (line 7). Otherwise, the algorithm reads δ more source symbols from X and forms an additional context set C , if C is currently empty. It then compares the conditional distributions over the next target symbols y t given either the current context set C or the new context set C ∪ C based on a predefined criterion Λ. The criterion should be designed so as to determine whether the amount of information in C is enough to make a decision in that the additional information C would not make a difference. Two such criteria will be described later in Sec. 3.2 If this waiting criterion is met (i.e., it is determined better to consider C ,) the context set is updated to include the additional context vectors (line 13,) and C is flushed. If not, the algorithm commits the most likely target symbolsŷ t given the current context set C and increments t by one (line 15).
The iteration terminates when the last committed symbolŷ t is the end-of-sentence symbol.
Computational Complexity The worse-case complexity of this simultaneous greedy decoding is twice as expensive as that of a consecutive greedy decoding is, with some trivial cacheing of C , log p(y t |y <t ,C) and log p(y t |y <t ,C ∪C ). The worse case happens when the waiting criterion is met for all the source symbols, in which case the proposed algorithm reduces to the consecutive greedy translation. The complexity however drops significantly in practice as the waiting criterion is satisfied more, because this reduces the number of context vectors over which the alignment weights are computed (see Eq. (2).) The empirical evaluation, which will be presented later in this paper, reveals that we can control this behaviour by adjusting δ and s 0 .
Why "Greedy" Decoding? It is possible to extend the proposed algorithm to be less greedy. For instance, instead of considering a single target word at a time (ŷ t ), we can let it consider a multi-symbol sequence at a time. This however increase the computational complexity at each time step greatly, and we leave it as a future research.
Waiting Criteria Λ
At each point in time, the simultaneous greedy decoding makes a decision on whether to wait for a next batch of source symbols or generate a target symbol given the current context (C ∪C in line 10 of Alg. 1.) This decision is made based on a predefined criterion Λ(C,C ∪ C ). In this paper, we investigate two different, but related criteria.
Criterion 1: Wait-If-Worse The first alternative is Wait-If-Worse. It considers whether the confidence in the prediction based on the current source context (up to s source words) decreases with more source context (up to s + δ source words). This is detected by comparing the log-probabilities of the target word selected to be most likely when only the first s source words were considered, i.e.,
Criterion 2: Wait-If-Diff The next alternative, Wait-If-Diff, compares the most likely target words given up to s and up to s+δ source words. If they are same, we commit to this target word. Otherwise, we wait. This is different from the Wait-If-Worse criterion, because the decrease in the log-probability of the most likely word given more source words does not necessarily imply that the most likely word has changed. We define this criterion as
whereŷ = arg max y log p(y|ŷ <t ,C ∪C ).
Other Criteria Although we consider the two criteria described above, it is certainly possible to design another criterion. For instance, we have tested the following entropy-based criterion during our preliminary experiments:
That is, the algorithm should wait for next source symbols, if the entropy is expected to decrease (i.e., if the confidence in prediction is expected to increase.) This criterion however did not work as well.
Delay in Translation
For each decoded target symbolŷ t , we can track how many source symbols were required, i.e., |C ∪ C | in line 10 of Alg. 1. We will use s(t) to denote this quantity. Then, we define the (normalized) total amount of time spent for translating a give source sentence, or equivalent delay in translation, as
In the case of full translation, as opposed to simultaneous translation, τ(X,Y ) = 1 for all Y . This follows from the fact that s(t) = |X| for all t. In the case of word-by-word translation in which case |X| = |Y |, τ(X,Y ) = 0.5, because s(t) = t. Alignment vs. Delay s(t) however does not accurately reflect on which source prefix the t-th target symbol is conditioned. It is rather s (t) = |C| instead, which reflects the alignment between the source and target symbols. It is thus more useful to inspect s (t) in order to understand the behaviour of the proposed simultaneous greedy decoding.
Related Work
Perhaps not surprisingly, there are only a small number of prior work in simultaneous machine translation. Much of those works are done in the context of speech translation (Bangalore et al., 2012; Fujita et al., 2013; Sridhar et al., 2013; Yarmohammadi et al., 2013) . Often, incoming speech is transcribed by an automatic speech recognition (ASR) system, and the transcribed text is segmented into a translation unit largely based on acoustic and linguistic cues (e.g., silence or punctuation marks.) Each of these segments is then translated largely independent from each other by a separate machine translation system. The simultaneous greedy decoding with neural machine translation, proposed in this paper, is clearly distinguished from these approaches in that (1) segmentation and translation happen jointly to maximize the translation quality and (2) each segmentation is strongly dependent on all the previous segment in both the source and target sentences.
More recently, Grissom II et al. (2014) and Oda et al. (2014) proposed to extend those earlier approaches by introducing a trainable segmentation policy which is trained to maximizes the translation quality. For instance, the trainable policy introduced in (Grissom II et al., 2014) works by keeping an intermediate source/translation prefix, querying an underlying black-box machine translation system and deciding to commit these intermediate translations once a while. The policy is trained in the framework of imitation learning (Daumé Iii et al., 2009) . In both of these cases translation is still done largely per segment, unlike the simultaneous translation with neural machine translation. We however find this idea of learning a policy for simultaneous decoding be directly applicable to the proposed simultaneous greedy decoding and leave it as a future work.
Another major contribution by Grissom II et al. (2014) was to let the policy predict the final verb of a source sentence, which is especially useful in the case of translating from a verb-final language (e.g., German) to another type of language. They do so by having a separate verb-conditioned n-gram language model of all possible source prefixes. This prediction, explicit in (Grissom II et al., 2014 ) is however done implicitly in neural machine translation, where the decoder acts as strong language model.
Experimental Settings
Tasks and Corpora We extensively study the proposed simultaneous greedy decoding algorithm on three language pairs-En-Cs (12.12m sentence pairs), En-De (4.15m) and En-Ru (2.32m)-and in both directions per pair. We use all the parallel corpora available from WMT'15. 2 All the sentences were first tokenized 3 and segmented into subword units using byte pair encoding (BPE) following (Sennrich et al., 2015b) . During training, we only use sentence pairs, where both sides are less than or equal to 50 BPE subword symbols long. newstest-2013 is used as a validation set both to early-stop training and to extensively evaluate the proposed simultaneous greedy decoding algorithm. We use newstest-2015 as a test set to confirm that the neural translation models used in the experiments are reasonably well trained.
Translation Models In total, we train six separate neural translation models, one for each pair-
Wait-If-Worse
Wait-If-Diff →Cz Active monitoring will be suggested ,and ifthe disease prog-resses ,they will be offered treatment .<eos> Doporu-čuje se aktivní sledování ,ajestliže se nemoc pro-chází ,budou kdispozici . Active monitoring will be suggested ,and ifthe disease prog-resses ,they will be offered treatment .<eos> Doporu-čeno bude aktivní sledování ,ajestliže se nemoc pro-chází ,budou kdispozici .
→De Active monitoring will be suggested ,and ifthe disease progres-ses ,they will be offered treatment .<eos> A-ktiveÜberwachung wird vorgeschlagen ,und wenn die Krankheit voran-kommt ,werden sie behandelt .
Active monitoring will be suggested ,and if the disease progres-ses ,they will be offered treatment .<eos> A-ktiveÜberwachung wird vorgeschlagen ,und wenn die Krankheit fortsch-rei-tet ,werden sie auch behandelt .
(a) From English: "Active monitoring will be suggested , and if the disease progresses , they will be offered treatment ."
Cs→
Jedno je jisté :tato nová ustanovení budou mít negativní dopad na volebníúčast .<eos> One thing iscertain :this new clause will have anegative impact on vot-er turn-out .
Jedno je jisté :tato nová ustanovení budou mít negativní dopad na volebníúčast .<eos> One thing iscertain :this new set of provisions will have anegative impact : De→ Ein-sist sicher :diese neuen Bestimmungen werden sich negativ auf die Wahl-beteiligung auswirken .<eos> E-ins Be sure :these new rules will have anegative on vot-er turn-out .
Ein-sist sicher :diese neuen Bestimmungen werden sich negativ auf die Wahl-beteiligung auswirken .<eos> One thing is certain :these new regulations will become negative on vot-er turn-out .
(b) To English: "One thing is certain : these new provisions will have a negative impact on voter turn-out ." by (Ours) the models used in this paper and ( ) from (Firat et al., 2016) . Although our models use a unidirectional recurrent net as an encoder, the translation qualities are comparable.
direction. We use a unidirectional recurrent network with 1028 gated recurrent units (GRU, (Cho et al., 2014) ) as an encoder. A decoder is similarly a recurrent neural net with 1028 GRUs. The soft-alignment function is a feedforward network with one hidden layer consisting of 1028 tanh units. Each model is trained with Adadelta (Zeiler, 2012) until the average log-probability on the validation set does not improve, which takes about a week per model. These trained models do not achieve the state-ofthe-art translation qualities, as they do not exploit the ensemble technique (Sutskever et al., 2014) nor monolingual corpus (Sennrich et al., 2015a) , both of which have been found to be crucial in improving neural machine translation. Under these constraints, however, the trained models translates as well as those reported earlier by, for instance, Firat et al. (2016) , as can be seen in Table 1 .
Decoding Parameters With the proposed simultaneous greedy decoding, we vary δ ∈ {1, 2, 3} and s 0 ∈ {2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7}. For each combination, we report both BLEU and the delay measure τ from Eq. (6). In order to put the translation quality of the simultaneous translation in perspective, we report BLEU scores from consecutive translation with both greedy and beamsearch decoding. The beam width is set to 5, as used in (Chung et al., 2016) .
Quantitative Analysis
Trade-off between Quality and Delay As shown in Fig. 1 , there is a clear trade-off between the translation quality and delay. This trade-off is observed regardless of the waiting criterion, although it is more apparent with the Wait-If-Diff. Out of two waiting criteria, the Wait-If-Worse tends to achieve a better translation quality, while it has substantially higher delay in translation.
Despite this general trend, we notice significant variations among the three languages we considered. First, in the case of German, we see the trade-off between the delay and quality is maintained in both translation directions (En→De and De→En), while the delay slightly decreases when translating to English. A similar trend is observed with Czech, except that the Wait-If-Diff criterion tends to improve the translation quality while maintaining the delay. On the other hand, the experiments with Russian show that this trend is not universal across languages.
In the case of Russian, translation to English does not enjoy any improvement in translation quality, as consecutive translation to English did (compare vs. P in the right panel of Fig. 1.) Instead, there is a general trend of lowered delay when translating Russian to English compared to the other way around.
We observe in all the cases that the delay decreases when the model translates to English, compared to translating from English, with the exception of Czech and the Wait-If-Worse criterion. We conjecture that the richness of morphology in all the three languages compared to English is behind this phenomenon. Because each word in these languages has more information than a usual English word, it becomes easier for the simultaneous greedy decoder to generate more target symbols per source symbol. The same explanation applies well to the increase in delay when translating from English, as the languages with richer morphology often require complex patterns of agreement across many words.
Wait-If-Worse vs. Wait-If-Diff The Wait-If-Diff criterion tends to cover wider spectra of the delay and the translation quality. On the other hand, with the same set of decoding parameters-δ and s 0 -, the Wait-If-Worse results in more delayed translation with less variance in translation quality. In order to further examine the difference between these two criteria, we plot the effect of δ and s 0 on both the delay τ and translation quality in Fig. 2 .
In Fig. 2 , we see a stark difference between these two criteria. This difference reveals itself when we inspect the translation quality w.r.t. the decoding parameters (right panel of each sub- figure) . The WaitIf-Worse criterion is clearly more sensitive to s 0 , while the Wait-If-Diff one is more sensitive to δ . The only exception is the case of translating Czech to English, in which case the Wait-If-Diff behaves similar to the Wait-If-Worse when s 0 ≥ 5. On the other hand, the delay patterns w.r.t. the decoding parameters are invariant to the choice of criterion.
This does not of course mean that the activities of the L-H-C will necessarily transform our lives ,but it do Это не означает ,конечно ,не означает ,что это не означает ,что деятельность L-H-C обязательно б 
Qualitative Analysis
We define a metric of quality-to-delay ratio as Q2D = BLEŨ τ , whereτ is an average delay over a test corpus. We use this ratio, which prefers a translation system with a high score and low delay, to choose the best model for each language pair-direction.
In Fig. 3 , we present the simultaneous translation examples by the selected models when translating from English to a target language. We alternate between red and blue colors to indicate the correspondence between the target symbols and their source context. The source sentence is divided into chunks based on s (t) defined in Sec. 3.3. We see that the Wait-If-Worse is relatively conservative than the Wait-If-Diff, which was observed earlier in Fig. 1. 
Ru-En Simultaneous Translation
Here, we take more in-depth look at the simultaneous greedy decoding with En-Ru as an example.
Word/Phrase Repetition with Wait-If-Diff In Fig. 4 , we show the Russian translations of "All the effect of vitamin D on cancer is not clear." with three different settings. The most obvious observation we can make is again that the Wait-If-Worse is much more conservative than the other criterion (compare (a) vs. (b-c).)
Another noticeable phenomenon happens with the Wait-If-Diff, which is that some words or phrases are repeated as being translated. For instance in Fig. 4 (c) , we see that "также эффект" ("also, effect") was repeated twice. This has been observed with other sentences. As another example, see Fig. 6 Это ,конечно же ,не означает ,что работа Больш-ого Ад-рон-ного Кол-лай-дера обязательно измен-ит нашу жизнь ,но это лишь показывает ,на самом деле ,что все может быть .<eos> This ,of course ,does not mean that the work of the Big Front Col-lier is necessarily to change our life ,but it is only shown ,in fact ,that everything can be .
(a) Wait-If-Worse Это ,конечно же ,не означает ,что работа Больш-ого Ад-рон-ного Кол-лай-дера обязательно измен-ит нашу жизнь ,но это лишь показывает ,на самом деле ,что все может быть .<eos> This ,of course ,does not mean that the work of the Big Front Col-lier will necessarily change our life ,but it is only shown that everything can be . where "не означает" ("not means") was repeated three times. We conjecture that this is an inherent weakness in the Wait-If-Diff criterion which does not take into account the decrease in confidence (i.e., the output conditional distribution becoming flatter) unlike the other criterion Wait-If-Worse.
Premature Commitment In Russian, a preceding adjective needs to agree with the following noun. This is unlike in English, and when translating from English to Russian, premature commitment of adjectives may result in an inaccurate translation. For example in Fig. 7 , we see that the simultaneous greedy decoding committed too early to plural adjectives ("нормальных" and "инфракрасных", "normal" and "infrared") before it saw the noun "photography". The decoder translated "photography", which is singular, into "фотографии" ("photos").
A combination of normal and infra-red phot-ography produced the spectac-ular col-ouring .<eos> Со-отношение нормаль-ных иинфра-крас-ных фотографий ,произвед-енных впечатля-ющих кол-ор-ит-ной цвет-овой . Russian-to-English Translation and Other Language Pairs In the other direction (Ru→En), we observed a similar trend. For instance, the Wait-IfWorse tends to be more conservative than the WaitIf-Diff (see Fig. 5 ), while the latter more often results in repeated phrases. Our manual inspection of other language pairs revealed similar behaviours.
Discussion and Future Research
The quantitative analyses have revealed two major findings. First, we found that it is indeed possible to use the neural machine translation model trained without simultaneous translation as a goal for the purpose of simultaneous machine translation. This was done simply by a novel simultaneous greedy decoding algorithm described in Alg. 1. The algorithm, which has two adjustable parameters-s 0 and δ , allows a user to smoothly trade off translation delay and quality, as shown in Fig. 1 .
The second finding is that this trade-off property depends heavily on the choice of waiting criterion. Two criteria introduced in this paper showed markedly opposite behaviours, where the Wait-IfWorse was sensitive to s 0 while the other, WaitIf-Diff, was to δ . We suspect that this difference in sensitivity has led to stark qualitative differences such as the ones discussed in Sec. 7.1. This paper presents the first work investigating the potential for simultaneous machine translation in a recently introduced framework of neural machine translation. Based on our findings, we anticipate further research in the following directions.
First, the waiting criteria proposed in this paper are both manually designed and does not exploit rich information embedded in the hidden representation learned by the recurrent neural networks. Information captured by the hidden states is however difficult to extract, and we expect a trainable criterion that takes as input the hidden state to outperform the manually designed waiting criteria in terms of both delay and quality Second, all the translation models tested in this paper were not trained to do simultaneous translation. More specifically, the decoder was exposed to a full set of context vectors returned by the encoder only after the full source sentence was read. A training procedure that addresses this mismatch between the context sets seen by the decoder during training and test phases should be designed and evaluated.
